
THE ITINERANT  PREACHER
Sonja Sonnenfeld visits Berlin /by Jörg Niendorf

Berlin, April

Her son has forbidden her to go to America. Sonja Sonnenfeld from Sweden must accept 
this. Her son is a physician. However, she is allowed to make shorter trips. The old lady 
makes use of this.  Now again, one week in Berlin is on her agenda.
In May she will go to Düsseldorf. Late this summer she will be in Berlin again. “Then I 
will be 95 years old”, says the lady from Stockholm. “You will never get rid of me”.
The boys and girls of grade 10c at Walther Rathenau High School in Berlin-Grunewald 
listen with tense attention. Sonja Sonnenfeld is Jewish and she grew up in Berlin. She 
became a dancer in movies and left the country in 1938. Today the classrooms of German 
schools are her stages.

She speaks standing, only now and then supporting herself on the back of a chair. She 
gesticulates, answers questions and asks many questions herself. The former dancer is an 
acrobat of words and mimicry. One, who makes every listener believe that she is telling 
something just to him or her only. “Because I look everyone straight in the face”, she says 
after the lesson.  For 25 years she is visiting schools, an itinerant preacher and a 
spokeswoman for human rights. Already in 1979 she took charge of the Raoul 
Wallenberg Committee in Stockholm. The Committee worked for to find out the fate of 
the Swedish Diplomat Wallenberg, who saved the lives of tens of thousands Jews in 
Hungary. He was kidnapped by the Soviets and did never reappear. The search in 
Moscow has made Sonja Sonnenfeld unyielding.  She found many supporters, but no 
result. Also pertinaciously, she opposes herself xenophobia and segregation in front of the 
students. This is her great subject, the Wallenberg heritage. A red, simply knotted scarf is 
always there, since sixty years, a flag of her mission. And her enthusiasm is unbroken. “I 
force myself to learn something new every day.”

She finishes her stories from the time when she was as old as the Berlin students in front 
of her and lived nearby at Kurfürstendamm by saying: “Never be indifferent!” As a 
young girl, she experienced here the sprouting National Socialism, Hitler´s seizure of 
power, the segregation of many neighbors. As Jews with Swedish passports, her family 
however was not bothered. “The neutral Sweden delivered the raw materials that Hitler 
wanted. We were tolerated.”  Since the age of two, 1914, she lived in Berlin. Her parents 
had moved there from Malmö. 

“I had  exotic looks, that helped me.” says Sonja Sonnenfeld. The complexion and the 
hair were dark. Her mother had Brazilian forefathers. In addition, she had high spirits. 14 
years old, she saw Josephine Baker and her “Revue nègre”. Afterwards, she talked to the 
dance star in the cloakroom. They became friends, and met regularly in France or also in 
Stockholm until Baker´s death.  “I solely wanted to dance as a young girl” says Sonja 



Sonnenfeld in the school assembly hall. She managed to do it in the movies, e.g. as Sonja 
Negri or Sonja Krenz. She could not perform in her real maiden name Krencizky. This 
was declined by the Propaganda ministry. “This was the only persecution I have 
experienced”. When Jews were openly attacked at the end of 1938, the young dancer fled 
with her mother to Sweden. They did not want to look away and keep quiet any more. In 
Sweden, she married the mathematician Werner Sonnenfeld, helped other refugees and 
from then on, held “Open House” in Stockholm, with people  from all the world as guests 
on Sundays. 

“Always think yourselves” warns Sonja Sonnenfeld her young listeners. She also 
preaches to immigrant children that they should be integrated, but keep their roots. She 
does not just visit high schools. She pays attention to this. A sponsor in Sweden pays for 
the trips of the old lady. He will have to hold out some more time. She would continue 
until she is 100. “I get on well with young people.”

A school class from the Netherlands visiting Rathenau High School only for a couple of 
hours is there this afternoon, participating in the Day with Sonja. This is the title of the 
unordinary lessons. She will come to this school several times this week. Even the Dutch 
students listen very carefully.  The young teacher wants to translate for her students, but 
Sonja Sonnenfeld refuses. She continues in English. Translation takes too much time, a 
lesson comes soon at an end, she has much to tell. She tells that the person whom the 
school was named after, Foreign Secretary Rathenau, was murdered by reactionaries in 
1922 in Grunewald. One year before he once visited her parental home. When Rathenau 
was discussing with her father, nine year old Sonja was  sitting in the politician´s lap.  
“This was the only occasion in my life, when I really was sitting still”

- end -

Translated from German by Dr. Marjaana Rautio
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